The Road to 2050:
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Day 2:
August 10, 2023
9:00 A.M. - 12:30 P.M.
Washington, D.C., U.S.A. / Eastern Time (EDT)

View the Program on YouTube

The program will be live-streamed on the National Council’s YouTube Channel and can also be accessed via the National Council’s Website.

For a link to the program, please register via email to RSVP@ncusar.org

Tune in at anytime to watch what has transpired. The program will be instantly archived on YouTube! (Should you join the program late or after the broadcast has concluded on YouTube, simply follow the same link and rewind the video to the beginning to view a recorded copy of the discussion).

Audio and video recordings of the program will be available soon after the livestream on YouTube, Apple Podcasts and Spotify.
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About the National Council on U.S.-Arab Relations

Founded in 1983, the National Council on U.S.-Arab Relations is an American non-profit, non-governmental, educational organization dedicated to improving American awareness, knowledge, and understanding of the Arab countries, the Mideast, and the Islamic world.

Its means for doing so encompass but are not limited to programs for leadership development, people-to-people exchanges, lectures, publications, an annual Arab-U.S. policymakers conference, and the participation of American students and faculty in Arab world study experiences. As a public service, the National Council also serves as an information clearinghouse and participant in national, state, and local grassroots outreach to media, think tanks, and select community, civic, educational, business, and professional associations. In these ways the Council helps strengthen and expand the overall Arab-U.S. relationship.